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1. Introduction

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with prime element π and

residue field k. Let A be an i?‑order in the semisimple finite dimensional
algebra over the quotient field of R and F a hereditary.R‑order in the same
algebra such that J‑rad TC/jczr. Put A‑A/Jand B‑f/J. Then A is a
/c‑subalgebra of the semisimple /c‑algebra B. We assume that A is basic, so
that A is, too. By the technical reason we assume that A is not a hereditary
order whose structure is completely determined (see, for example [4]). In
the previous paper [3], we showed that latt A, the category of all right A‑
lattices, is representation equivalrnt to mocLpl C with C‑( q jr ) under the
above situation. But, as for the Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt A, we didn't
give any information there, while Roggenkamp[8] gives the method of con‑
structing it under the further assumption that rad A decomposes into a
projective /i‑lattice and a T‑lattice and A is of finite lattice type. In fact,

for C'‑(含"｡j, the relation of irreducible maps between latt A and the
subcategory留of mod C is determined in [8]. It is noted that C is a
hereditary algebra under the assumption of [8]. When A is of finite lattice
type, the Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt A is obtained from that of留by
identifying some vertices of留[8, III Theorem V].
In this paper, we generalize the results of [8] and study the problem
how the Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt A is constructed from that of mod<
C under our situation. In order to describe our results more precisely we
prepare notation. We identify a C‑module with a triple (X, Y, φ) where X

is a right A‑module, Ya right 5‑module and φ : X㊥AB‑ Ya B・homomor‑
phism.

Let

C

be

a

full

subcategory

of

mod

C′

consisting

of

the

modules

of

the form (X, Y, φ) such that X is finitely generated, the adjoint φ∈Horn,

(X, Y) ofφ is injective and (ImのB‑ Y. For aA‑lattice M, put廟‑M/MJ,
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Mr‑Mf/MJ and φ.・ M‑MT the canonical inclusion. Since φ induces φ':

府㊥AB‑MF, we may put H(〟)‑(肩Mr, φ′). We sometimes omitφ′ and

write H(M)‑(肩MF). Then His a functor from lattA to mod C and the
following‑ was proved in [2, 5].

Theorem A. There exists a representation′ equivalence latt A‑留induced

fromH.

A Ar‑algebra Zis called a right peak ring, if the socle soc ZofZas a right
Z‑module is projective. A right peak ring is introduced and studied in [9]
when soc Z is homogeneous, however, almost all results about a right peak
ring with a homogeneous socle hold for nonhomogeneous case. We next
define a right peak Ar‑algebra which plays a valuable part in this paper.
Let Gif …, Gt be the representatives of nonisomorphic indecomposable pro‑

jective right/"‑lattices. PutSi ‑ Gi/GiJ(i‑1, …,t) and /‑Si㊦.‥㊥St. Then
Si,...,St are the representatives of nomsomorphic simple right 5‑modules.
For Ki‑EndB Si(i‑1,...,t) put K‑Kx⑭‥.㊨Kt a product of division rings.
Let Dbe the usual duality D(‑) ‑HomA(‑, k). Then it is easily seen that a

ringC‑[q 2f) isarightpeakringby [9]. Foru‑(X, Y,の∈mod C, put
H'(u)‑(X, Y㊨BDI, <P), where φ : X㊧xDI‑* Y⑭BDI is given by φ(π㊨g)‑
φ(x㊥1)㊨g (x∈X, g∈DI). Then H'is a functor from mod C to mod C
which is a category equivalence. Let modsp Che the full subcategory of mod
C whose modules have projective socles and modsJ Cthe full subcategory of
modsp C consisting of all modules having no direct summand of the form
(0,

Ki,

0)(i‑l,‥.,t),

that

is,

having

no

simple

projective

direct

summand.

Then the following was proved in [3, Theorem 4].

Theorem B. There exists a representation equivalence latt A‑mod.
induced from φ‑ H'H.

Since modsp C has been extensively studied by Simson[9] when C is a
right peak ring, the well understanding of the functorのcontributes the

investigation of the representation theory of the orders. We consider the
behavior of irreducible maps, almost split sequences under the functor φ and
then provide the method of constructing the Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt
A from that of modsp C. Hence our main theorem is the following, where
the undefined notation will be explained in the next section.
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Theorem C. The Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt A is obtained from that
of modsp C by identifying the indecomposable injective C‑module φ(G) with
the simple projective C‑module (0, EndB d(G), 0) for every indecomposable
projective F‑lattice G.

We assume throughout the paper that all modules are finitely generated.
The reader is referred to [1, 8] for the definition and the properties of
irreducible maps, almost split sequences, Auslander‑Reiten quivers and to
[9] for properties of modsp C for a right peak ring C, for example, it was
proved in [9] that modsp C has almost split sequences, enough mjectives,
and so on.

2. Auslander‑Reiten quivers of latt A

The functor φ is essentially dominated by the functor H. The useful
results about His provided in [5,ァ1], so we will freely use them. Firstly we
begin with a lemma which seems to be well‑known, but we provide the proof
here for the completeness.

Lemma 1. For M, M∈latt A, f: M→M'is a splitting monomorphism
(respectively epimorphism) if and only if φV) : φ(M) ‑φ(Mr) is a splitting
monomorphism (respectively epimorphism).

Proof. Since H'is a category equivalence, we prove the lemma for H.
Let H(f) be a splitting monomorphism. Then there exists g: M'‑*‑M such
that H(g)H(刀‑1H(m). Define/i : Mr‑MT and gx : MT→Mrbyfx{mγ)‑

f{m)r and gi(m'r)‑g{m')r for m^M, m'^M', r^T‑ By assumption it
holds that gifi (MF) + MJ‑M, so that gifx (MF) ‑M by Nakayama's Lemma.
Since Ker gifi ‑0 by the rank arguement, gifi is an isomorphism. On Mgifi
equals gf, thus gfis also an isomorphism. Therefore, /is a splitting mono‑
morphism. The rest of the proof is almost trivial.

The following two lemmas are also sbtained in [8, Proposition 4. 4] with
a slightly different manner.

Lemma 2. Let M, N∈latt A with Mindecomposable andletf: M→N be

an irreducible map. Then φ(刀‑0 if and only iff(M) is a direct summand
ofNJ. Moreover, in this case Nis aprojective A‑lattice.
Proof. It holds that φ(刀‑0⇔H(刀‑0⇔/(M)⊂NJ. Thus if φ(カニ0,
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then / factors through M‑*NJ>⊂N. Since / is irreducible, /: M‑NJ is a
splitting monomorphism. The converse is obvious. The rest of the state‑
ment is showed in [8, Proposition 4. 4].

Lemma 3. Let M, N be as m Lemma 2. Assume thatの(/) is a nonzero

nonisomorphismforf: M‑N. Thenf is irreducible in latt A if and only if
φ(p is irreducible in modsD C.

Proof. Let/x: Mr‑NFbe asintheproofofLemmal, andlet/: M‑
N, resp. f, : Mr ‑NF be induced from/, resp./i. Assume that φ(/) factors

throughの(M)星u旦φ(N). Since only simple projective C‑modules are not in
Im め among the modules in modsp Cby Theorem B, we can assume that u∈ Im
φ so that u‑￠(X), g‑￠(<*), h‑φ(/?) for X∈lattA,a: M‑X, /?: X‑N.
Put φ‑/‑/?α: M‑N. Then Im φ⊂NJby/‑両. Hence/‑φ+βα=(',/?)
(φ,α), where c: NJ‑TV is a canonical inclusion. If / is irreducible, then
either (c, /9) is a splitting epimorphism or (φ, α) is a splitting monomorphism.
Assume that {i, ft) is a splitting epimorphism. Then there exists (γ,β′) : N

‑NJ㊦X such that /?/?'+<γ‑1n. It holds that Im ββ′+NJ‑N and so Im
Pβ′ ‑N. Therefore, pβ': N→Nis an isomorphism. Hence we have that ft
is a splitting epimorphism, and H(ft) is, too. Similarly, if (φ, α) is a splitting
monomorphism, then H{α) is a splittingl monomorphism. Hence we showed
that φif) is irreducible. The converse is obvious by Lemma 1.

Proposition 1. For every F‑lattice M, φ(M)c is injective.

Proof. We assume that M‑G, for some i(l≦i≦t). Thus H(Gi)‑
(&,&,φ,・) with φ Si㊨AB‑Si canonically, and φ(G,)‑(S,, Si㊥,DI,φ.蝣).
Since St⑪BDI…Ki and Si⑭ADI芸S,㊧AI* with 7*‑HomK {I K) we conclude
that the if,‑homomorphism φ S,‑⑭ADI‑ Ki is the canonical evaluation map
and φ(Gi) ‑(Si,Kt,φ,‑). Then Dの(Gi)≡(aSi,Y>Ki,ら), where右: I*㊥KKi
‑Sl is given by [(み)⑭y‑fiy] forfi∈Sj (J‑l,...,t), is a projective left
C‑module by the form of C. Therefore, ￠(Gi)c is mjective.

Corollary 1. Let f: M‑*N be an irreducible map between indecompos‑
able A‑lattices such that M is a F‑lattice and φU)≠0. Then M and N are
isomorphic A ‑lattices.
Proof. If φ(刀 is not an isomorphism, then φ(刀 is irreducible by Lemma
3. Since φ(M) is injective by Proposition 1, φ(p is an epimorphism. How‑
ever, φ(〟) has a projective simple socle and φ(〟) ∈ modsp C, a contradition.
Thus φ(p is an isomorphism and M=N.

Anslander‑Reiten quivers of orders

SincetheAuslander‑Reitenquiverofanordersuchthatthereexists
anirreduciblemap〟‑〟iscompletelydeterminedby[11](cf.also[7,
Theorem3.11]),weassumeinthefollowingthatthereexistsnoirreducible
mapM‑*MforeveryA‑latticeM.

Corollary2.Letf:M‑NbeanirreduciblemapbetweenA‑lattices.
Thenφ(の≠0ifandonlyifMisnotaF‑lattice.

Thenextpropositionisessential,becauseitassuresthatthealmostsplit
sequences,exceptthosestartingfroma√'‑lattice,arepreservedbyφ.
Proposition2.Let0‑MLM′星M"‑0beanexactsequenceofnon‑
zeroA‑
F‑lattic㌘tticessu
Then｡竺thatfisirreducibleandMisindecomposableandnota
Proof.Let!iandgibethesameasintheproofofLemma1.Thenwe
havethefollowingtwoexactsequences,
｡(M)^^｡(Mf)ョ(g)ョ{M")‑*0isexact.
0‑kergi‑M′Il星LM"r‑0,
0‑MIlもkergi‑T‑0,
whereTisatorsioni?‑module.SinceH(f)‑rObyCorollary2,itholdsthat
Im/iQi(kergi)J.Thuswehaveadecompositionkergi‑Xi@X2,where
Xi,X2are/「‑latticeswithX¥≠Osuchthat/i‑(J¥,f2)for/′Mr‑X‑(i‑l,
2),Im/',蝣‑XiandIm/'2⊂XiJ.Consideringtheinducedmap/,蝣‑(香,/'2):
MT‑Xl㊦X2‑kergl,wehavefr2‑0andf¥issurjective.PutTi‑kerf¥.
ThenkerH(J)‑(0,Tu0)by[6,Lemma1.4].Ontheotherhand,sinceH(f)
isirreducible,H(j)isaproperepimorphismorpropermonomorphism.It
cannotbeanepimorphism,soamonomorphism.ItholdsthatTi‑0and
thenf¥isanisomorphism.ThuswehaveMF‑Xi.Sincerank/?MF‑rank/?
(kerg¥)‑rank;?Xi+rank/?X2,weconcludethatX2‑0andIm/1‑kergi,so
thatO→MIl→M'T‑M〟r‑0isexact.Henceby[6,Lemma1.4]0‑φ(M)
→φ(〟′)→φ(〟つ→Oisexact.

Corollary3.Let0‑M‑M′‑M"‑0bean′almostsplitsequencein
lattAsuchthatMisnotaF‑lattice.ThenO→φ(M)→φ(M′)‑￠(M")‑0
isanalmostsplitsequenceinmodspC.
Proof.ByProposition20‑φ(〟)‑φ(〟′)‑φ(〟つ‑0isexactand
byLemma1itdoesn'tsplit.Let0‑φ(M)‑φ(N)‑L‑0beanalmost
splitsequencestartingfromφ(〟)inmodSpC.Thenthereexistsasplitting
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epimorphism φ(〟) ‑φ(〟′). We have a splitting epimorphism N→〟′ by
Lemma 1. Applying the similar arguement to the irreducible map 〟→N and
the almost split sequence 0‑〟‑〟′ →〟〝 →O we have a splitting epimor‑
phism

M'‑サN.

Therefore,

W‑N.

By Corollary 3 the remaining almost split sequences of latt A are those
starting from /1‑lattices. Before investigating these almost split sequences
we summarize the protective C‑modules. An indecomposable projective C‑
module, up to isomorphism, is either a simple projective module of the form
(O, K,, O)(i‑l,...,t) or φ(M) for an indecomposable projective A‑lattice M.
For it holds that a C‑module X is projective if and only if Xis a projective
object in modsp C, since Cis a right peak ring. Thus statement follows from
Theorem B.
In order to describe the behavior of the almost split sequences starting
from r‑lattices under the functor φ we prepare some well‑known results

about hereditary orders [4, Chapter 39]. Decompose F‑rlョ...ョFk with
each

Pi

indecomposable

as

a

ring.

Let

Gij(J‑

1,

…,

a,‑)

be

the

representatives

of the indecomposable projective /¥‑lattices (i‑l,...,fe). We number as
follows for each i(i‑l,…,fe [4, (39.8)] ; Gtj=Gij+i (rad /「i)U‑i,…,a,‑‑1)

and Giat…G,i(rad/¥). Put

HGij) ‑

Gij+i,if;‑1,...,at・‑1

( dj, itj‑at.

Then 6{Gり) is the unique minimal over /"‑module of GJ; such that d(Gtj)/Gij

is a simple T‑module. Of course, in the case that j‑en we identify Giai to
its isomorphic image in Gn

Proposition 3. Let G be an indecomposable T‑lattice. Then the follow‑
ingholds.

1) If there exists an almost split sequenceO‑ Gl,L旦M‑0 in latt A,
then 0‑p‑φ(L) ‑￠(M) ‑0 is an almost split sequence in modsp C and

p⊆ (0, F, 0) is a simple projective C‑module where F‑EndB印百日s a division
ring.

2) If G is an injective A‑lattice andf: G‑N is an irreducible map in
latt A, then there exists aれ, irreducible map (0, F, 0) ‑ ￠(N), where F is the

sameas ml.
Proof. 1) Since φ(M) is not projective and φ(g) is irreducible, the
almost split sequence ending at φ(M) in modsp Cis 0‑p→φ(L) ‑φ(M) ‑0・
In order to prove p…(0, F,0) it suffices to show (0, F,0)…kerの(g). Let

7
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g¥ be the same as in the proof of Lemma 1. Theng¥ is a splitting epimor‑

phism and LT‑ker giョY. Decompose LT into a direct sum of mdecompos‑
able projective T‑lattices, say IT‑Li@...ョLm. Then LJ‑LiJョ...ョLmJis
also a direct sum of indecomposable /^‑lattices. Since f(G) is a direct sum‑
mand of LJby Lemma 2, we can assumef(G)‑L¥Jand6(G)‑Li. It holds
thatム「‑6{G)㊦X for a r‑lattice X. Since gif(G)‑O and 6(G)/G is R‑
torsion, we conclude that gi(♂(G))‑0. By rank arguement we have that

ker glf}X‑Q. Then by an elementwise arguement ker giョY‑d(G)ョX de‑
duces that ker gi‑6(G), so that ker吾¥‑0(G) for gr. LT‑Mr. On the
other hand, since Im f⊂LJ, g: L‑Mis an isomorphism. It holds that ker
H(g) ‑(0, 6(G), 0). Applyingthe functor H′ wehave thatkerφ(g) ‑ (0, F,0).

2) By Corollary 2(か(刀‑0 and by Lemma 2 Im/is a direct summand of NJ.

Thus the irreducible map ∫ is a proper monomorphism such that coker子is
a simple /1‑module by [10, Proposition 1.2], since G is an injective //‑lattice.
It holds that Im/‑ NJand NJ‑radA N, so NF is an indecomposable T‑lattice.
Thus we conclude that NF…0(G), so that rad H(N)‑rad (N, Nf) ≡ (0,6(G),
0). Applying‑ the functor H′ it holds that rad φ(jV)‑(0, F,0). By Lemma

2 and the paragraph succeeding Corollary 3, φ(N) is projective. Hence there
exists an irreducible map (0, F, 0) ‑￠(N).

Corollary 4. If 0‑M‑M'‑M"‑0 is an exact sequence in latt A
such that 0‑￠(M) →￠(M′) ‑φ(M")‑0 is an almost tplit sequence in
modSp C. then it is an almost split sequence in latt A.
Proof.

Keeping

in

mind

that

M〝

is

not

a

projective

A‑lattice

this

follows

from Proposition 3 and Corollary 3.

Proof of theorem c. This follows directly from Lemma 3, Proposition
3 and Corollaries 3, 4.

Following the notation provided before Proposition 3, we restate Theorem
C more concretely. Put pt]‑(0,Ends窃O)(i‑l, ‥,k;;‑1,...,ai). Then
they are simple projective C‑modules and each simple protective C‑module
is isomorphic to one of them. Note that E{pij), the injective hull of ptj, is
isomorphic toの(Gij) for all i,j. Let Q be the Auslander‑Reiten quiver of
modsp C. Then Q contains each ptj and E(pij) as its vertices. In Q, identify
E{pij)

then

with

put

p,j+i(∫‑1,.‥,a,‑1)

the

quiver

obtained

and

after

E(pia()

this

with

p,i

for

identification

all

Q′

i=l,…,k,

Then

Q′

is

and

the

Auslander‑Reiten quiver of latt A, where the vertices identified by the above
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way correspond each other to indecomposable /^‑lattices. More precisely,
E(pij),

Qto

Giat

Pij+i

in

Q′

in

Q

correspond

to

Gij

in

Q′0‑i,.‑,ai‑1)

and

E(piat),

p*

in

foralli.

Example. Let A‑

FtRRRR

,rt‑(R)5,r2‑

rRrRR

R R...R
r R...R

rrRRr
Rr
R

r R...R

with r‑πR. Then A⊂A and A⊂F2 satisfy our assumption. Firstly we

consider the case ofFi. Sincerad/¥ ‑(r)5, we have

C‑ kkkkkk
OkOkkk
OOkkOk
OOOfcO/c
OOOOkk
OOOOOk

whichisapathalgebraoftheboundenquiveっ→;→‑w
1
O→0→O
TheAuslander‑ReitenquiverofmodspCisthefollowi
○
p<・・・・・・>
‑^｡.....｡o｡｡E(p),
＼｡/メ

wherepissimpleprojectiveandE{p)itsinjectivehu

indicatether‑orbitoftheAuslander‑Reitentransl
E(p)wegettheAuslander‑ReitenquiverofA

G. :く・>二ノG
where G2 is a A‑lattice. For the case of /12, C is a path algebra of the
bounden quiver ;→; 0→‑ with a commuting cycle. The Auslander‑
0→0→O

Reiten quiver of modsp Cis the following ;
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pi ≧ Eipi)p2 *E{pz),
where pi and E(pi)(i‑l, 2) are the same as in the first case. Identifying
pi with E(pz) and p2 with E(pi) we get the same Auslander‑Reiten quiver of
latt A. In this case, Gi ‑ (rRRRR) and G2‑ (RRRRR) are T2‑lattices.
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